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About This Game

You Play as Erica who follows the adventurous steps of her grandfather. Find all Ancient Scrolls while you trying to make your
way to the escape door.

Solve series of Puzzles and riddles! Explore numerous rooms and locations, find hidden items,clues and escape before time runs
out! Play with a new fresh type of Realistic Gameplay for escape rooms!

Forget about Old casual escape room or point and click games... BE IN THE ROOM! Begin your Adventure today and make
your True Escape!

FEATURES

- Amazing High Detailed Graphics
- Fully Animated True First Person Character

- Puzzles and Items Change Every Time you Play
- Play with Mouse and Keyboard or with Gamepad

- 10 Levels with 80+ Rooms to explore
- Over 10 Hours of Gameplay

- Challenging Puzzles
- Thrilling Music and Sound Effects

- Player Interactive Gaming Enviroment
- Intelligent Inventory System

- Unique Scoring system with Global Scoreboards
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*Please Note that a network connection is also required for submitting your scores.
*Game Progress is stored Localy, please backup before uninstalling.

Thank you for choosing to Play Escape Legacy!
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Title: Escape Legacy: Ancient Scrolls
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Storming Tech
Publisher:
Storming Tech
Release Date: 15 Oct, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Duo Core Intel or Amd

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Any with 1 Gb VRAM

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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Motion sickness simulator 2019. Clunk\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665controls and a few almost broken mechanics. The
sound sucks too. However, in spite of all that, this is a real good game. The graphics are top notch and you get ranked against
other players who played before you. That makes it worth it. The puzzles being challenging and rewarding is just icing on the
cake. Well worth it on sale, maybe at full price. 8\/10. excellent game, buy it.. It has good puzzles and graphics.

Can't adjust key mapping. Not the end of the world.

The real downside is the horrible movement.

I recommend this game but might want to buy it on a sale.. This game is SO CLOSE to being perfect. It is a 10 chapter escape
game and, as an escape game, it is top notch. The graphics would be great except it is Too Dark in a lot of places and there are
no controls in the game to correct this.
I found a bug in chapter 9 but getting Any Response from the developers is Impossible. Tried to contact them for weeks with
No Response.
But, that being said, you can always start a chapter over which will reset everything and, hopefully, you will get a different set of
circumstances that will let you complete the chapter. (That worked for me)
About starting a chapter over: You Cannot save a chapter once you start it. The game will automatically save the game after you
complete each chapter. SO, if you are in the middle of a chapter and close the game, everything will be lost and you will have to
start that chapter from the beginning when you play again. BUT....And This Is Important...Any notes that you had from the
chapter that you didn't finish should be thrown away because Each Time You Start A Chapter Everything Will Change (lock
numbers, key locations, etc. etc.)
Now that all of the nit-picking is over, I must say that it is really a good game. Well worth the 9 bucks that they are asking.
The puzzles make sense and aren't far fetched nonsense that you would need a walk-through to finish. However if you Do Look
At A Walk-Through, you will knock yourself in the head because you will immediately realize that you didn't really need the
walk-through in the first place if you would have just taken some more time to....think. All of the information needed to solve
each chapter is actually IN each chapter.
Take your time.
If you have an old brain like mine, keep a notepad handy.
And then settle in for a Really Good Escape Adventure.
If you like escape settings and puzzles than order this immediately. Like I said earlier: "Nine Bucks!" and I'm already over 12
hours into it.
. Very slow going. Also many game functions not working.
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Heres a drunk let's play for ya!

https://youtu.be/W3tnrpuEPNU

And here's a link to my channel!
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClAxGRMIQ6cfZ1bLM75eSyQ

This game seems really good so far, first thing I noticed was great graphics, its smooth and the atmosphere is amazing, I kept
anticipating a scare because the pacing is so good that every little sound almost made me jump! I'm still stuck on the first level
but I will for sure keep playing.. This game is SO CLOSE to being perfect. It is a 10 chapter escape game and, as an escape
game, it is top notch. The graphics would be great except it is Too Dark in a lot of places and there are no controls in the game
to correct this.
I found a bug in chapter 9 but getting Any Response from the developers is Impossible. Tried to contact them for weeks with
No Response.
But, that being said, you can always start a chapter over which will reset everything and, hopefully, you will get a different set of
circumstances that will let you complete the chapter. (That worked for me)
About starting a chapter over: You Cannot save a chapter once you start it. The game will automatically save the game after you
complete each chapter. SO, if you are in the middle of a chapter and close the game, everything will be lost and you will have to
start that chapter from the beginning when you play again. BUT....And This Is Important...Any notes that you had from the
chapter that you didn't finish should be thrown away because Each Time You Start A Chapter Everything Will Change (lock
numbers, key locations, etc. etc.)
Now that all of the nit-picking is over, I must say that it is really a good game. Well worth the 9 bucks that they are asking.
The puzzles make sense and aren't far fetched nonsense that you would need a walk-through to finish. However if you Do Look
At A Walk-Through, you will knock yourself in the head because you will immediately realize that you didn't really need the
walk-through in the first place if you would have just taken some more time to....think. All of the information needed to solve
each chapter is actually IN each chapter.
Take your time.
If you have an old brain like mine, keep a notepad handy.
And then settle in for a Really Good Escape Adventure.
If you like escape settings and puzzles than order this immediately. Like I said earlier: "Nine Bucks!" and I'm already over 12
hours into it.
. I played this game for a couple of hours and decided that it doesn't have much to offer. Also, I could find no way of saving my
progress.. Motion sickness simulator 2019. Clunk\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665controls and a few almost broken
mechanics. The sound sucks too. However, in spite of all that, this is a real good game. The graphics are top notch and you get
ranked against other players who played before you. That makes it worth it. The puzzles being challenging and rewarding is just
icing on the cake. Well worth it on sale, maybe at full price. 8\/10. It has good puzzles and graphics.

Can't adjust key mapping. Not the end of the world.

The real downside is the horrible movement.

I recommend this game but might want to buy it on a sale.. It has good puzzles and graphics.

Can't adjust key mapping. Not the end of the world.

The real downside is the horrible movement.

I recommend this game but might want to buy it on a sale.. This game is SO CLOSE to being perfect. It is a 10 chapter escape
game and, as an escape game, it is top notch. The graphics would be great except it is Too Dark in a lot of places and there are
no controls in the game to correct this.
I found a bug in chapter 9 but getting Any Response from the developers is Impossible. Tried to contact them for weeks with
No Response.
But, that being said, you can always start a chapter over which will reset everything and, hopefully, you will get a different set of
circumstances that will let you complete the chapter. (That worked for me)
About starting a chapter over: You Cannot save a chapter once you start it. The game will automatically save the game after you
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complete each chapter. SO, if you are in the middle of a chapter and close the game, everything will be lost and you will have to
start that chapter from the beginning when you play again. BUT....And This Is Important...Any notes that you had from the
chapter that you didn't finish should be thrown away because Each Time You Start A Chapter Everything Will Change (lock
numbers, key locations, etc. etc.)
Now that all of the nit-picking is over, I must say that it is really a good game. Well worth the 9 bucks that they are asking.
The puzzles make sense and aren't far fetched nonsense that you would need a walk-through to finish. However if you Do Look
At A Walk-Through, you will knock yourself in the head because you will immediately realize that you didn't really need the
walk-through in the first place if you would have just taken some more time to....think. All of the information needed to solve
each chapter is actually IN each chapter.
Take your time.
If you have an old brain like mine, keep a notepad handy.
And then settle in for a Really Good Escape Adventure.
If you like escape settings and puzzles than order this immediately. Like I said earlier: "Nine Bucks!" and I'm already over 12
hours into it.
. Motion sickness simulator 2019. Clunk\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665controls and a few almost broken mechanics. The
sound sucks too. However, in spite of all that, this is a real good game. The graphics are top notch and you get ranked against
other players who played before you. That makes it worth it. The puzzles being challenging and rewarding is just icing on the
cake. Well worth it on sale, maybe at full price. 8\/10. This game is SO CLOSE to being perfect. It is a 10 chapter escape game
and, as an escape game, it is top notch. The graphics would be great except it is Too Dark in a lot of places and there are no
controls in the game to correct this.
I found a bug in chapter 9 but getting Any Response from the developers is Impossible. Tried to contact them for weeks with
No Response.
But, that being said, you can always start a chapter over which will reset everything and, hopefully, you will get a different set of
circumstances that will let you complete the chapter. (That worked for me)
About starting a chapter over: You Cannot save a chapter once you start it. The game will automatically save the game after you
complete each chapter. SO, if you are in the middle of a chapter and close the game, everything will be lost and you will have to
start that chapter from the beginning when you play again. BUT....And This Is Important...Any notes that you had from the
chapter that you didn't finish should be thrown away because Each Time You Start A Chapter Everything Will Change (lock
numbers, key locations, etc. etc.)
Now that all of the nit-picking is over, I must say that it is really a good game. Well worth the 9 bucks that they are asking.
The puzzles make sense and aren't far fetched nonsense that you would need a walk-through to finish. However if you Do Look
At A Walk-Through, you will knock yourself in the head because you will immediately realize that you didn't really need the
walk-through in the first place if you would have just taken some more time to....think. All of the information needed to solve
each chapter is actually IN each chapter.
Take your time.
If you have an old brain like mine, keep a notepad handy.
And then settle in for a Really Good Escape Adventure.
If you like escape settings and puzzles than order this immediately. Like I said earlier: "Nine Bucks!" and I'm already over 12
hours into it.
. Game is interesting. Me and my wife having more fun and spending more time with each other with this game. It really is a
good game for couple, solving problems and mysteries inside the game.

You can check out my video of this game here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0HN63gSwcc

Also, please subscribe to my channel. Thanks and good day!

Escape Legacy on Linux / SteamOS !:
Escape now on Linux / SteamOS !. Update 1.20:
-Fixes and improvements
-Optimizations for Low-End Devices
-Support for MacOS
-Support for Win 32-Bit. Escape Legacy now on MAC!:
Escape Legacy now available for download for Mac User!
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Can you Escape?. Escape Legacy on Linux / SteamOS !:
Escape now on Linux / SteamOS !. Escape Legacy : Ancient Scrolls - Update v1.1:
Hello! We read listen and watch every video you make on our game and we are excited that you like it! That's why we take into
account every issue each one of you has and we take steps to make Escape Legacy more suitable for everyone!

PatchNotes v1.1 :

- 48 New Achievements!!!
 +30 for Level Completion
 +18 for Gem Collecting
-Corrected Invert Mouse control for Y-Axis only
-Character will walk at a steady pace, to Run Hold - Left Shift
-Crouch animations made more smooth

Thank you for Escaping! :-). HotFix - Purple Gem Achievements:
HotFix regarding :

-Purple Gem Achievements , now purple gem achievements should be given in tume.

Please Note : Those who already had enough Purple Gems, they wont have to gather them from the beggining. Just Collect 1
Purple Gem and missing Purple Gem Achievements will be granted automaticaly. ;-)

Once again, Enjoy Escaping!
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